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Introduction to KeyTrain

KeyTrain is ACT’s comprehensive curriculum and learning management system for
improving foundational workplace skills measured by the WorkKeys® job skills
assessment system. Using KeyTrain, learners can assess their potential WorkKeys
score, review topics related to each WorkKeys skill, and practice problems similar to
those on an actual WorkKeys assessment.
KeyTrain is self-paced with learners, administrators, and instructors accessing the
curriculum and learning management tools online. KeyTrain Workplace Skills
courses are based on the WorkKeys Targets for Instruction, ACT’s guides for
curriculum developers. This ensures that the skills measured in the WorkKeys
assessments are addressed in the KeyTrain curriculum. Courses include an
introduction to WorkKeys and the specific WorkKeys skill to help motivate the learner
by explaining the benefits of improved WorkKeys skills. Each course has a pre-test,
a shortened assessment similar to the actual WorkKeys assessment. Pre-tests
results are used to recommend the KeyTrain lessons that the learner should study.
Note that scores on KeyTrain pre-tests and post-tests are not actual WorkKeys
scores and should not be used for hiring, promotion or other high stakes decisions.
KeyTrain lessons address each WorkKeys skill level. For example, the Applied
Mathematics course has separate lessons for levels 1 through 7. The learning goals
of each level are explained in an introductory topic. Lessons are comprised of
several topics for concept learning and practice in the concepts corresponding to that
level of the WorkKeys skill. For most courses, topics are organized in Overview,
Learning, Practice, and Quiz sections to ensure a rigorous learning process. A short
topic quiz provides a gauge for measuring learner comprehension of each topic skill
objective.
Every KeyTrain lesson includes a final quiz. Questions assess the concepts and
skills learned in each topic of the lesson and are randomly selected from a database
so that if the learner retakes a quiz, some questions will differ. Learners who pass
the quiz may print a certificate to document their completion of the level.
Administrators and instructors have the ability to limit or increase the number of final
quiz attempts students may make and can also access answer keys to all quizzes
from their KeyTrain account.
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Login to KeyTrain

To log in to KeyTrain, type run.keytrain.com in your web browser’s address bar.
The login screen will appear. Enter your Administrator or Instructor
username and password exactly as supplied to you with your
license agreement or assigned to you, then click Login.
Username and Password fields are not case-sensitive.
When you login, the Administrator menu or Instructor menu will
appear. Notice that Administrators have the ability to perform more
functions in KeyTrain than Instructors. They can:
• set the options for the
organization
• create instructor accounts
• import data into KeyTrain
• select course settings that
apply to the entire
organization
• manage groups

Administrator Menu

Instructor Menu

(See the Appendix for more
information on Administrator
features.)

KeyTrain has three account types:
Administrator – can create other administrator, instructor, and student accounts,
create classes and assign lessons, take KeyTrain lessons, set organization options,
restrict KeyTrain course access, view and print reports on the entire organization,
work with groups, export and import data, and search job profiles data.
Administrators may also restrict certain options for instructors (such as creating
student accounts) and students (such as editing their own account).
Instructor – can create student accounts and classes and assign lessons, view and
print reports, set class lesson options, take KeyTrain lessons, view and print
student and class reports, export data on classes and search the job profiles
database. Instructors cannot create other administrator or instructor accounts or
set the options for the organization.
Student – can take lessons, change their account information (e.g. change their
password), view their own progress reports, search the job profiles database.
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Create a Student Account

To create a student account, click on Student Accounts in
your menu and select Add New Student.

When you select Add New Student, the Add Student
screen will appear.
Type in the learner’s name and assign a username and
password to the student. As you complete the Username
and Password fields, KeyTrain will check to see if the
username is available and that the password match is
correct. If so, a green check mark will appear like those
circled in the example above. If not, you will be prompted
to enter a different username or retype the password.
Click the Submit button to create the account.
Passwords must be at least 6 characters, but do not
have to be unique. As an option, you may also include a
Group name if the student is part of a group that you
would later want to remove, such as a graduating class
(use the class year, such as “2017”).

Note: Usernames must be unique. KeyTrain will ask you to choose a different username if it is
already assigned to another KeyTrain user. Avoid username conflicts by using the initials of
your organization in combination with an underscore or other character and the student
name (for example, janedoe_acc or j_doe-WIA3-TN).
If the username is accepted, the New student account created
screen will appear, confirming the account was created. This
screen lets you print login instructions for the student, enter
more student information, add the student to a class, assign
lessons to the student, or create another student account
without having to go back to the main menu.
If you select Continue entering account information for
this student, the Edit Student Account screen shown on the
next page will appear. Field names with a red asterisk are
required, but will be filled in automatically by KeyTrain.
Complete the other fields as needed.

Copyright © 2013 ACT, Inc. ACT KeyTrain is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc.
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Use these shortcuts
to quickly perform
other tasks.

Click Edit to add student to a class

If lost or forgotten, you can reset
the student’s password here.

TIP:
Bulk student accounts can be
imported directly into
KeyTrain. The Import
function allows an
organization such as a high
school to easily create
accounts for hundreds of
students. Data import is
limited to Administrator
accounts and should be
performed by the records
manager or IT staff. Detailed
instructions for importing
accounts may be found in the
Administrator Manual.

Enter student’s email to have
KeyTrain send student her
password if forgotten.
Click Save & Close when you finish
filling in the form or click Save &
New to add another student.

Groups. If you did not enter a group name when you created the student account, you may do
so in this screen. Click the Group link in the Shortcuts box. The group function enables
instructors to export data for students in a group and generate group reports. Grouping is
Copyright © 2013 ACT, Inc. ACT KeyTrain is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc.
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especially useful for high schools or training programs that have large numbers of students
exiting at the same time. For example, students could be assigned to the group “Class of 2017”.
Once these students graduate, administrators can delete their KeyTrain records as a group
rather than individually. Instructor accounts are not permitted to delete groups. Do not confuse
groups with classes – classes are used to manage student assignments and reports.
Student ID. This field is for schools that wish to include student identification numbers for
reporting purposes. The Student ID is your school’s way of uniquely identifying its students.
Demographics. This section includes optional information that organizations may wish to
collect and report on.
Contact Information. The Contact Information fields are optional. If the student, client or
employee has an email address, enter it in the Email field. Users who forget their KeyTrain
account password can have it emailed to them by clicking on the “Forgot your password?” link
on the login page and entering their KeyTrain username. Click on Save and New to add
additional students to your organization. When you finish entering the student information, click
Save and Close to add the student account to the organization and display a list of all students
in the organization.
Shortcuts. Links shown in the Shortcut box allow you to quickly perform additional tasks such
as logging a student into KeyTrain, printing login instructions for the student, adding or removing
classes, assigning lessons to a student, adding the student to a class, creating group reports,
creating another student account and editing a new student account.
If you select Add this student to a class when you create a new student account as shown
below, a list of the classes for your organization will appear. Search for the class name and then
click on the Add icon in the right hand column for that class. The student will be added to the
class and any class assignments will automatically be assigned to the student. If the student is
already assigned to a class, a Remove icon will be shown in the right hand column. Click it if
you wish to remove the student from the class. Note: students may be in more than one class at
a time.
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Assign Lessons to a Student

To assign lessons to an individual student, click on Assign Lessons in the main menu and select
Assign to Student as shown below.

KeyTrain will display a list of all students in the organization.
Select the student’s name from the list and click on the Assign icon (the open book).
Use the Last Name field to search for the learner if you have a large number of
people in your organization. Simply type the learner’s last name in the Last field and
click the Filter button to narrow the list to students with that last name.

Tip: Use the Add student button to

Use the Filter
button to narrow
your search results.

create a new student account.

Assign Icon:
Click to assign
lessons to
Robin Heron.

When you select the student and click on the Assign Lessons icon, the Assignments for
Student page shown below will appear.

Copyright © 2013 ACT, Inc. ACT KeyTrain is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc.
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Click Auto to assign
courses for the NCRC

Assign KeyTrain courses quickly by using the Auto buttons beside each course! When you click
on Auto, KeyTrain automatically assigns the course pretest to the learner. KeyTrain will assign
course level lessons based on how the student scores on the pretest, so learners are assigned
only the lessons needed to improve their skills. To assign KeyTrain courses for the National
Career Readiness Certificate, just click the Auto buttons for Reading for Information, Applied
Mathematics, and Locating Information.
Clicking Auto opens a lesson
options dialog box. You can
set the number of pretest
attempts, course goal,
maximum quiz attempts, and
also control how students
work through lessons. For
example, you can require
lessons be completed in
order (recommended) and
that students complete the
problems in a topic.
Copyright © 2013 ACT, Inc. ACT KeyTrain is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc.
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If the Auto assign option is not desired, you can assign individual lessons by clicking on the
Details button for the course. Suppose you want to assign Business Writing lessons to a
student without using the pretest to make assignments. Click on the Details button for Business
Writing on the Assignment Page. In the screen below, the instructor has chosen to assign
Business Writing lessons for Level 3 through 5 to the student, indicated by the check marks.
Notice that you can change the lesson options for an entire course or just for one or more
individual lessons.

Click to change course
options for Business Writing

Change the lesson
options for Business
Writing Level 3 here

Tip: QA = number of pretest attempts MA = Maximum final quiz attempts
MCP = Must Complete Problems MCL = Must Complete Lessons
Remember to click
Save Changes!

Click to Unassign
the Level 3 lesson

In the detail view below, the instructor has set the lesson options for Business Writing Level 3,
Must complete problems (MCP column) boxes.

Copyright © 2013 ACT, Inc. ACT KeyTrain is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc.
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After selecting the lesson options, click on Save Changes to apply the options. Click Cancel if
you change your mind, Reset to go back to default settings, or simply re-edit the lesson options.
Clicking the Unassign button will remove the lesson from the learner’s assignments.
To edit options for an entire course, click on the Edit
Course Options button on the Assignments age.
The menu shown here will appear. Apply
changes in the number of quiz attempts
allowed, course goal, must complete
lessons in order option, and whether or not
to let the pretest assign lessons here. Click
Save to apply options to the entire course,
Cancel to cancel changes, or Reset to go
back to the default course option settings.

Course/Lesson Options
Must Complete All Problems:
Yes - Students must correctly answer the practice problems in the tutorial lessons
before they can proceed to the next page.
No - Students can go on to the next page without finishing practice problems.
Must Complete Lessons Before Quiz:
Yes - Students must complete all topics in a lesson before they can take the Final Quiz
in that lesson.
No - Students can take the Final Quiz at any time.
Must Complete Lessons in Order:
Yes - Learners must complete lower levels lessons before moving to higher level
lessons.
No -

Students can take higher level lessons even if they have not completed lower
level lessons they may need.

Audio:
ON-

When launching a lesson for the first time, the narrative sound track will be
turned on (on subsequent sessions it will remember the last setting). Audio ON
is required if you are using Writing, Listening, Teamwork or Workplace
Observation courses, since sound is integral for lessons in these courses.
OFF - Save bandwidth and make the program run faster by turning off the soundtrack.
Students can always turn on the audio when they are in a lesson by clicking on
the speaker icon.

Copyright © 2013 ACT, Inc. ACT KeyTrain is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc.
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Max Quiz Attempts:
The maximum allowed number of attempts for the Final Quiz in the lesson. The default
setting is two, but the instructor can change this setting to more or less than two quiz
attempts.
Assign Lessons by Certificate
KeyTrain courses can also be assigned by choosing a National
Career Readiness Certificate level using the Assign by
Certificate option. (See the instructions in Section 7 for
assigning lessons to a class by certificate level.)

Assign Lessons by Profile
Instructors can customize individual learner or class
assignments using the Assign by Profile option in the Assignments Page. Lesson assignments
will be based on the occupational or job profile that you select.
In most instances, assigning courses to an individual by a profile would be used when a
learner is preparing for a specific job or career. Instructors for career and technical education
or other skill training programs could make assignments to classes of students who have a
common career goal, such as Emergency Medical Technician, HVAC Technician, or Nursing.
KeyTrain courses for the WorkKeys skills established by the profile will be added to the student
or class assignment list. Any prior assignments will remain unchanged. Instructors must first
search the Job Profiles database to select the appropriate job profile for the learner or class.

To assign lessons by job
profile, click the Select profile in
Assign by Profile on the
Assignments for Class page.
The screen shown to the left
will be displayed. In this
example, profile assignments
will be made to a student.

Clicking Select a profile will open the profile search screen shown on the next page.
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Use one of the search options (Title, Career Cluster, or Job Description) to narrow or broaden
the profile search and click the Search bar. In this example, the keyword, emergency, is used
to search for an emergency medical technician profile. Once you find the specific profile, click
on the profile title. A result similar to the one below will appear.

This shows the WorkKeys
skills included in the profile
and the Median Skill Level
for each skill as well as
other details about the
occupation.
Clicking Assign lessons
based on this profile will
open a dialog box for
lesson assignment options
like the one shown on the
next page.
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The KeyTrain courses corresponding to the WorkKeys Median Skill Levels for the profile are
shown. Instructors can choose lesson options:
•

•

•

Let the Pretest assign lessons (recommended) or Assign All. In this example,
choosing Assign All would assign all lessons up to the level shown for Applied
Mathematics - Levels 1 through 3 since Level 3 is the target skill level for the occupation.
But if the student already has a higher skill level in math, taking the Level 1, 2, and 3
lessons would be pointless. The better option is to let the pretest assign lessons based
on the student’s score. For this example, if the student scores Level 4 or higher on the
Pretest, he or she will be exempted from the course.
Add one level to those shown (recommended) – this option adds a level to each
KeyTrain assignment, providing additional instruction to help ensure the student meets
his or her goal.
Must complete in order (recommended) – students must complete lower level lessons
before moving to higher levels. In this example, a student who scored 3 on the Locating
Information pretest would have to complete the Level 3 and 4 lessons before the Level 5
lesson if this option is checked.

After selecting the desired options, click the Assign button. A
confirmation like this will appear showing the assignments.
Notice that courses that are already assigned are skipped and
the courses for Writing, Listening, and Teamwork have been
assigned.
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Student View
The Student View feature on the Assignments for Student page allows instructors to see what
the student sees when he or she takes the assigned lessons. Click on the Student View tab. A
list of the student’s assignment is shown. You can check the amount of time the student has
spent on a lesson, the status (complete/incomplete), topic scores, and number of quiz attempts.
Instructors can even take lessons they have assigned by clicking the Start Interactive Lesson
bar.

5.

Create a Class

Creating classes in KeyTrain is quick and easy. The Maintain Classes option on the Instructor
menu allows you to set up new classes, edit class information, add and remove students, assign
lessons to students and delete classes.
To manage classes, click on the Maintain Classes bar in the main menu. This generates a list of
all classes in the organization in the Maintain Classes screen as in the example below.
This bar provides a quick link to
common tasks in managing classes.

Add a new class to the organization by clicking on the Create new class link in the Maintain
Classes action bar. Notice that from the action bar, you may also Edit, Delete, Assign lessons
to, Export data and Report on your classes.

Copyright © 2013 ACT, Inc. ACT KeyTrain is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc.
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The New Class form shown here will
appear. Notice that the Class Name field
is the only required information needed to
create a new class. Class names for
your organization must be unique. See
the Tip for suggestions on choosing a
unique class name.
You may specify the class location,
include the instructor’s name, and add
notes about the class.
When you click Save & Close, KeyTrain will save the class and assign it a Class ID number.

Tip: Make your class name specific. For example, instead of naming your
class “Math 1st Period”, add your initials or something that will make
your class name unique (lbh-math1st). There may be several other
math classes during the 1st period and each class name must be
unique to your organization.

6.

Maintain Class Information

To edit information for a class, add or remove students, or view a class roster, click the Maintain
Classes bar in the main menu. The list of classes in your organization will be displayed as
shown below.

Enter part of the class name followed
by an asterisk and click Filter

Your organization may have many classes, but you can easily search for your class by entering
part of the class name in the Class Name column followed by an asterisk and then clicking on
the Filter button. In this example, Bus* is entered to search for the class we created, Business
100.
Filtering will narrow the search to any classes whose names begin with Bus as shown on the
next page.
Copyright © 2013 ACT, Inc. ACT KeyTrain is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc.
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Click on the red square
under Members to add or
remove students.

Click on the Pencil
icon to edit the
information for
the class

Click on the Excel or
Adobe Acrobat icon
for a class roster

The Maintain Classes function lets you:
1.
2.
3.

Edit class information by clicking on the pencil icon.
Add/remove students to/from the class by clicking under the Members column.
View or print a Class Roster showing student KeyTrain usernames by clicking on the
Excel or Acrobat icon.

Let’s add students to a class. Click on red square (the zero indicates no students are in the
class). A list of all students in your organization will be displayed like the one below. The list
shows all students one page at a time. Check the boxes in the Member column for the students
that you want to add to the class and click Apply. To remove a student from the class, click on
the X next to the student’s name in the Class Members list on the right side.
The Created column shows the date the student
account was created. You can also filter a student
search by Created date, Student ID or Group.

This column lists
students who are
currently enrolled in
the class. Click the X
to remove a student
from the class.

Move forward or
backward among
pages here.

To add a student to the
class, check the box in
the Member column and
click Apply
Click the Done button
when you finish
selecting students

Copyright © 2013 ACT, Inc. ACT KeyTrain is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc.
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IMPORTANT:
If there are many students, they will be shown one page at a time. You
must click Apply in the bottom right corner for each page or your changes
will be lost when you move to the next page.
When you are finished adding or removing students, click the Done button to return to the list of
classes. There you can select another class to add or remove students or perform other tasks
using the Maintain Classes action bar.

7.

Assign Lessons to a Class

Assign lessons to an entire class by selecting the
Assign to Class option in the Assign Lessons bar
or by clicking on Maintain Classes in the main
menu and then selecting the Assign option in the
Maintain Classes action bar.

A listing of all classes in the organization will be displayed. Use the Class Name or another field
and filter the class list to search for your class. When you have narrowed your search, click on
the Assign Lessons icon (the open book) to open the Assignment Page.

Click on the
Assign Lessons icon

Copyright © 2013 ACT, Inc. ACT KeyTrain is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc.
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After clicking on the Assign Lessons icon,
the list of KeyTrain courses for your
organization will appear.

The class name is shown. To select a
different class, click the change button.
Assign lessons the same way as for a
student using the Auto assignment feature
or assigning individual lessons. All students
in the class or who are added later will
receive the same assignments. Here, the Business 100 class has been assigned KeyTrain
Reading for Information, Applied Mathematics and Locating Information using Auto assign.
Class Assignment Options
Choose the course options for your class by clicking on the
down arrow next to the class name in the Assignments
page and selecting Class Options.
The Class Assignment Options page will open.

KeyTrain gives instructors a
measure of control over how
students take courses and
lessons. Use the check boxes
and down arrows to choose
your options.
Max Attempts:
KeyTrain lets you limit the
number of times that a student
can take a Workplace Skills
pretest for a course (such as
Applied Math) or a post-test
within a lesson (such as Applied
Math Level 4). After the
maximum number of attempts,
the student will not be allowed
to retake the test.
This does not limit the number of times that a student can enter the tutorial portions of a lesson.
Limiting the number of quiz attempts prevents students from trying to “test out” of a lesson by
Copyright © 2013 ACT, Inc. ACT KeyTrain is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc.
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repeated guessing at final quiz questions. Remember, pre and posttest questions are randomly
generated from a question bank. Instructors may also set the number of times that a KeyTrain
Career Skills lesson can be re-scored.
To change the default number of quiz attempts (2 for Workplace Skills and 1 for Career Skills),
click the down arrow and choose a different number. KeyTrain allows up to 5 Workplace Skills
pretest attempts, 10 Workplace Skills final quiz attempts, and 10 Career Skills lesson score
attempts.
Must Complete Problems:
If Yes, learners must correctly answer the practice problems in the tutorial lessons before they
can proceed to the next page. If No, they can move through a lesson without attempting the
practice problems (not a good learning strategy!). Recommendation – set this option to Yes.
Must Complete Lessons:
If Yes, learners must complete all topics in a lesson (e.g. Applied Math, Level 4) before they can
take the final quiz for that lesson. If No, students can take a final quiz without attempting any of
the lesson topics. Recommendation – set this option to Yes.
Audio:
ON: When launching a lesson for the first time, the narrative sound track will be turned on (on
subsequent sessions it will remember the last setting). Audio must be ON for Writing, Listening
for Understanding, Teamwork, Reading for Information (level 1 only) and Workplace
Observation to complete lessons and quizzes.
OFF: The soundtrack for a lesson will be off. Learners can turn the sound on when they are in a
lesson, even if this option is selected. By having the sound turned OFF, organizations can save
bandwidth and make the program run faster. Recommendation – set audio to OFF.
Let Pretest Assign:
Checking this option assigns the Pretest to all students in a class for all assigned courses. The
pretest makes individual lesson level assignments to students based on how well they did on
the pretest. This simplifies the task of assigning the appropriate lessons each student needs to
improve his or her skills. Recommendation – check the Let Pretest Assign box.
Must Complete in Order:
If Yes, learners must complete lessons for a level before moving on to the next higher level. For
example, students would have to complete Level 3 lessons before moving to Level 4 lessons,
Level 4 lessons before Level 5, etc. If No, they may start the course at any level, even if they
scored lower or higher than that on the pretest. Recommendation – set this option to Yes.

Be sure to click SAVE CHANGES after making your
class option selections or they will not be applied.

Copyright © 2013 ACT, Inc. ACT KeyTrain is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc.
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Assign by Certificate
Instructors may assign lessons to a class by
National Career Readiness Certificate level. In the
Assignments Page, click on Select certificate under
Assign by Certificate. Select the desired certificate
level. To earn a certificate, individuals must score
certain levels on WorkKeys Reading for
Information, Applied Mathematics and Locating
Information assessments. Click Continue after
selecting a certificate.
A new screen appears,
prompting the instructor to
finalize options for assigning
lessons by certificate. Notice
the KeyTrain Reading for
Information, Applied
Mathematics and Locating
Information courses will be
assigned. The goal for each
Make sure
course is Level 4, matching
these
options
the Silver certificate
are checked
requirement. Make sure the
box to add an additional level
is checked. Doing so will provide the learner more practice and help ensure he or she achieves
their certification goal. With the settings shown, all students in the class will be assigned the
Pretest for the three KeyTrain courses with a course goal of Level 5. Click the Assign button to
finalize the class assignments.
A screen confirming that the pretest is assigned for the three
NCRC courses will appear. Clicking OK will return you to the
Assignment screen to make additional class assignments.

Tip:

If you assign lessons based on a NCRC level, check the
box to add one level to the level shown. This gives
your students more instruction in KeyTrain to better
prepare them to achieve their certificate goal.
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Remove a Class

Instructors may delete classes. For example, at the end of a semester or training program, an
instructor may want to remove a class that is no longer active. When you remove a class, all of
the assignments made specifically to that class that have not been started by a student will be
deleted. Removing a class also eliminates any reporting capability for that class. However, no
student data or records are deleted by removing a class.
To remove a class, click on the Maintain Classes bar in the Instructor menu. Click on Delete in
the Maintain Classes action bar.

This will generate a list of classes for your
organization. Filter the list to locate the class you
wish to delete. Click the red X in the row for the class
name. The class information will be displayed. To
remove the class, click the Delete button.
The class will be removed from the organization’s list
of classes.

Note: Deleting a class does not delete the class
students or student data.

9.

View and Print Reports

The reports in KeyTrain’s learning management system allow administrators, instructors and
students to monitor learner progress. Administrators and instructors can generate reports on
individual students, classes, groups, or the entire organization. Administrators may also create
reports for a system that may include several organizations, such as a school district or WIA
program with several locations. Student access to
reports is limited to their own records. Reports may be
viewed online, downloaded, or printed.
To access reports, click on View/Print Reports. A drop
down menu will appear with report options for Student,
Class, Group, Organization, and My Reports.
Note: Reports open in a separate window and are viewed in your browser’s PDF reader.
If your browser does not have a PDF reader, you will need Adobe Acrobat Reader.
To return to KeyTrain, simply close the report window.

Copyright © 2013 ACT, Inc. ACT KeyTrain is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc.
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Reporting on Individual Students
Select Report on Student from the drop-down list. The Student report menu shown below will
appear. KeyTrain includes eight different student reports. Choose a report by clicking on the
report name.
The Course Analysis and Quiz Detail reports are particularly useful for instructors.

Course Analysis Report:
The Course Analysis report shows a single student’s pretest and quiz results by course level for
the selected courses, including the highest quiz score and number of quiz attempts (shown as
XXX/Y where XXX is the highest score and Y is the number of times the pre- or post-test was
taken).

The totals at the bottom of the table show the number of test attempts that were passed or failed
(by default the passing score is 80%, but this can be changed by the instructor when assigning
certain lessons). If course objectives are included, another page will show which topic lessons
the student has completed, the percentage of time the student answered topic lesson questions
correctly on the first try and the topic quiz score expressed as a percentage.
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Select the Course Analysis
report, then select the student
you wish to report on. The
Objectives Report form will
be displayed. Select courses
to see quiz data results by
level for each assigned
course. To view the course
topic objectives and student
pretest and topic quiz results,
check the students and
objectives boxes.
These selections will generate a report that shows activity
for the three assigned courses, Reading for Information,
Applied Mathematics and Locating Information.

Click change
to make a
different
selection.

When you click on the Continue button, a report
confirmation screen appears. You can change the report
options, select a different student, or a different report type
by clicking on change.
After you have confirmed your report options, click on Get
the report! KeyTrain will generate a report similar to the one
below.

In this example, the Course Analysis reports on the Applied Mathematics course and objectives
results for students in a class. This page shows that four students have taken Level 3 tutorials
and the Final Quiz for Level 3. One student scored 88 and three scored 100 on the Level 3 quiz,
obtaining an average class score of 97. The time each student spent in the course is also
shown.
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The Course Analysis also includes information on student progress in the course objectives
tutorials.

Each column represents a course objective. The box above shows the name of the lesson
objective. For example, Objective 9 is the Topic Quiz for Telling Time. The # Attempts row
shows that all five students took the quiz. Four students passed the quiz, scoring 80% or 100%.
The # Below 80 row shows that one student failed the topic quiz. The Average row reports that
the class average on the Telling Time Quiz was 80%.
Look at column 4 for the Rounding and Estimating topic. The numbers in the column represent
the percentage of time that the student answered a question in the tutorial correctly on the first
attempt. In this example, Greg Barton answered 88% of the questions in the tutorial correctly on
the first try while Joe Leows answered only 63% correctly on the first attempt. This may indicate
that Joe had more difficulty with the lesson content than Greg. If Joe also scored low on the
topic quiz for the tutorial, he may need additional practice in rounding and estimating. The
report, however, shows that Joe scored 100% on the topic quiz for rounding and estimating
(column 5). Joe apparently mastered the concepts covered in the tutorial even though he
answered more tutorial questions incorrectly on the first attempt.
The Course Analysis report provides a quick and succinct way to track the progress of an
individual student or an entire class through reporting class averages and individual student
achievement in all of the tutorials for an entire lesson, in this case Applied Mathematics Level 3.
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Quiz Detail Report:
The quiz detail report gives feedback on the pretest and posttest in each lesson. The report
records the amount of time and test scores for individual sessions by date. The report shows the
question serial number, the student’s answer, and whether the answer was correct or not.
Using the answer keys (available to administrators and instructors only), an administrator or
instructor can show the student the questions they missed and diagnose why they answered
incorrectly. To generate a Quiz Detail Report for an individual student, select Report on Student
and click on Quiz Detail Report in the report list. Click on the Get the Report! button. A report
similar to the one below will be displayed.
The student has spent 11
minutes in the course.

The student missed
three Level 4 questions
in the pretest.

The student completed the
Handling Money topic.
The student has not
completed all Lesson topics.

This report shows the student has taken the Applied Mathematics pretest one time and scored
level 3 with a target score of level 7, the highest level. The student answered five of eight
questions correctly. The Question column shows the question number code for the questions
that were randomly given to the student. The first missed question was AM4Q57 or Applied
Mathematics Level 4 Question 57. The student’s answer choices are shown in the Answer
column. The instructor can find the question and correct answer in the Answer Key for Applied
Mathematics and show the student the item they missed and why their answer was incorrect.
The Quiz Detail Report also shows student progress in the lesson tutorials. Notice that in the
example shown above, the student has completed the topic tutorial on Handling Money, but has
not completed the all of the Level 3 lesson topics. The amount of time the student has spent in
each activity and total time are also shown in the report.
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Answer Keys

Instructors have access to answer keys for all KeyTrain pretests,
final quizzes, and topic quizzes. Click on the Answer Keys option
in the Instructor menu.
A screen detailing the conditions instructors must adhere to in usin
g the answer keys will be displayed. Click on the I Accept button if
you agree to the terms for viewing the answer keys.
A menu of answer keys for all KeyTrain courses will appear. Find
the KeyTrain course and click on the type of answer key you need
(topic quiz or pretest and final quiz).
Your browser will open the answer key document in a new window. View the answer key online,
download it, or print the file. If an answer key is downloaded or printed, it MUST be stored
in a password-secured device or location accessible only to instructors or administrators
to ensure questions and answers are not available to students.
KeyTrain pretest and Final Quiz questions are randomly generated. Use the Answer Keys in conjunction
with the Quiz Detail Report to find the answers to questions students miss. In the example on the
previous page, the Quiz Detail Report showed that the student missed question AM4Q57 (the student’s
answer was A). To find the question and its correct answer, open the Applied Math Answers to Pretest
& Final Quiz Questions answer key. Scroll down the document until you find the question corresponding
to the code AM4Q57. The correct answer will be clearly marked. You can then explain to the student
why answer A was incorrect and have them rework the problem if you wish.
Question AM4Q57:
Select the best answer to the question.
A computer was priced at $850. You paid 20% in cash.
How much was not paid in cash?
ANSWERS:
A.
B.
C.
D.

NOTICE:

$170
$340
$580
$680

Answer Keys are for instructors and administrators only for providing student guidance.
DO NOT DISTRIBUTE THEM TO STUDENTS. You may not use questions in any form other
than in the online KeyTrain lessons. Doing so is a violation of your KeyTrain license and
may result in the cancellation of your license in addition to other actions.
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Workbooks

If your site’s license includes electronic copies of the KeyTrain print curricula, you can access
workbooks for selected KeyTrain courses from the Instructor menu. Click on the Workbooks bar
in the main menu. A list of available workbooks will be shown. Expand the list by clicking on the
+ button beside the course name. Select the workbook and click on it. Then click the Download
file button to view it in a new window in your web browser. You can print a workbook from your
browser by clicking the print icon or save it to your computer by clicking the save or download
icon in your browser’s PDF viewer. When you finish with a workbook, close the window.

Tip: Workbooks open in a new window in your browser
and may be viewed online, printed, or saved. To save
a workbook to your computer or view it in Adobe
Reader, click on the download icon in your PDF
viewer and save or open the file.
It is not permitted to distribute Workbooks outside
of persons licensed to use KeyTrain or to post them
on your or any other website. Doing so is a violation
of the site license.

Currently, there are workbooks for Applied Math, Reading for Information, Locating Information,
Applied Technology, Writing, and Business Writing. Spanish language workbooks for Reading
for Information, Applied Mathematics, and Locating Information are included if your site has
licensed their use. Instructor Guides for using the workbooks may also be viewed or printed. To
open a workbook or guide, find the course and click on the lesson level you wish to view, for
example, Applied Mathematics Level 5. KeyTrain will prompt you to accept a use agreement
before allowing you to download a workbook.
Workbooks provide instructors with an additional resource that may be used as supplemental
classroom material, homework, extra credit, or study materials for learners that may not have
adequate access to a computer or the Internet.
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Take Lessons

KeyTrain provides instructors and administrators a way to preview the KeyTrain and Career
Skills tutorial lessons. The Take Lessons feature allows instructors to work through or view
KeyTrain tutorials for each course and lesson level.
To get started, click on Take Lessons in the instructor menu. If your site has licensed the Career
Skills curriculum, you have a choice of taking either those lessons or the KeyTrain lessons for
the WorkKeys skills. Click on KeyTrain or Career Skills. You will be asked to accept the terms of
use. After accepting, a list of all courses for your site will be shown.
Click on a course name and
select the lesson level. Then
click the Launch button to
start the course.

A lesson menu similar to the one shown
here will appear. Notice the Final Quiz is
checked. Since lesson data is not
collected in the preview mode, instructors
and administrators may not take pretests
or final quizzes.
Click on a topic title to take the tutorial.
KeyTrain tutorials for Reading for
Information, Applied Mathematics and
Locating Information are organized in
four sections:
•

Overview – the topic introduction and learning objectives

•

Learning – the topic concepts and content

•

Practice – application of the topic concepts in a work context

•

Quiz – a short five-question quiz to test understanding of the topic.
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Lesson Sections
Turn sound
on/off and access
the Help menu.

Navigation
Controls

Screen navigation buttons are located at the bottom right of the screen. The Next and Previous
buttons move the learner from page to page in the topic lesson. The Menu button returns the
learner to the topic menu. The Repeat button refreshes the page to replay the sound track or
repeat the page interaction. To exit a topic, click the Menu button to return to the topic menu.
Click Exit on the topic menu to exit the lesson. KeyTrain will return you to the course list where
you may choose another lesson to preview.

13.

Search Job Profiles

The KeyTrain system includes a search feature for WorkKeys occupational profiles and O*NET
job information. ACT compiles the occupational profile information from individual job profiles
gathered from companies and organizations across the country. ACT has also created
estimated WorkKeys levels for O*NET occupations that have not yet been profiled. These are
all included in the profile search feature.
Job profile information enables counselors and students to identify the WorkKeys skill
requirements of a variety of occupations. Counselors and instructors can show students the real
world skills required for jobs and careers they may be interested in. The profile database can
help motivate students to work towards higher skill levels and achieve their career goals.
To search for profiles, select the Job Profiles option from the Instructor Menu. A search screen
like the one shown on the next page will appear.
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Notice the two tabs.
The Search tab opens a tool
instructors and students can
use to search the database of
WorkKeys job profiles and
O*NET jobs. You can search
by Job Title, Job Cluster, Job
Description keywords and/or by
WorkKeys skill level. A search
can be also be narrowed to
include only Green economy
jobs and/or jobs that are
expected to grow (Bright
Outlook).
This example shows a search for jobs with the keyword “computer” in the job title. The
WorkKeys scores for a Gold Career Readiness Certificate (level 5) are selected in the Skill Area
and a search for Best Matches is specified. To initiate the search, click the Search button.

Click a job title for
more information.

The search generates a list of 9 jobs with the keyword “Computer” in the title that require a
Level 5 skill in WorkKeys Reading, Math and Locating Information. The O*Net Code, title, and
career cluster(s) associated with the occupation are shown.
Notice the WK Prof column. Yes indicates that an occupational profile is available for the job.
Est is listed for occupations whose WorkKeys skill levels in Reading, Math, and Locating
Information have been estimated. If the row is blank in that column, actual or estimated
WorkKeys scores are not available for that job. The sun icon in the Special column indicates the
job is considered to have a Bright Outlook. A leaf icon identifies the job as part of the Green
economy.
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To find more information on a job, click on the job title to see the job description, median
WorkKeys skills and typical job tasks. The job details for Computer Support Specialists are
shown below. The Details, Wages, and Video links open the O*Net Online site in a new window.
Users can then find additional information about the job. The links to clusters generate a list of
all O*Net jobs associated with a career cluster. A short description provides an overview of the
occupation. The Median Skill Level column lists the median levels for the WorkKeys skills that
have been profiled. These are the target levels for KeyTrain and WorkKeys skill development for
the occupation.

Click a link to go to O*Net
for more information.

Click a link to search all jobs
for a career cluster.

To start a new search, click the Close button. This returns you to the search results. Click on the
Search tab to clear all fields and then enter a keyword or select another option to search for
another occupation.
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Technical and Program Help

Administrators and instructors can access support and technical documents through the Help
link located next to the Logout link at the top of the page. Click on Help to open the Help Center.

Help documents are organized by teaching and learning resources and troubleshooting
resources. Teaching resources include this guide, the Administrator Manual, course outlines
and other documents. Troubleshooting resources provide answers to common technical
problems users sometimes encounter. All of these documents may be viewed online or
downloaded to your computer. Adobe Reader is needed to view these documents. Instructions
for downloading and a link to Adobe Reader are provided.
KeyTrain automatically tests your computer to ensure it is ready to run KeyTrain lessons each
time you log in. About your setup shows whether or not you need to download or update Flash
and if your web browser version and operating system are compatible with KeyTrain. Help
documents open in your browser’s PDF reader in the same tab. You can view, download or print
help documents. When finished with a document, click the Back arrow in your browser to return
to the Help Center. If you close the browser, you will have to log back in to KeyTrain. To
open a document in a new tab, right-click the title and select Open Link in New Tab. Close the
tab when finished.
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Improve Student Performance

KeyTrain contains a variety of tools to assist the instructor in analyzing and improving the
student’s performance in the basic work-related skills. Applying these features and practices
can help students master the foundational skills needed for success in further education and
training or the workplace.
Some students may appear to perform poorly in KeyTrain or in standardized tests such as the
WorkKeys® assessments. In many of these situations, examination of the student’s reports in
KeyTrain reveals a lack of dedication in using the curriculum or a deliberate attempt to
circumvent the KeyTrain system.
To analyze the performance of a student in KeyTrain, examine the student’s Quiz Detail Report
and Course Analysis Report. These reports will help instructors and administrators determine if
the student has used the curriculum diligently.
In particular, be wary of students who:
• Have a high number of attempts at pretests or post-tests,
• Have taken only pretests and have not completed a level lesson,
• Have low topic quiz scores,
• Have low time recorded in the lessons, or
• Who have not completed lesson topics before taking the final quiz.
These conditions would suggest that a student is either not making a serious effort, or may have
other learning issues or deficits that are not adequately addressed by KeyTrain.
To improve student performance:
•

Do not allow students to skip the entire KeyTrain curriculum based solely on a KeyTrain
pretest score. Pretests are designed to place an individual in the appropriate level of a
KeyTrain course and are not detailed enough to determine a student’s comprehension of
the subject or predict a WorkKeys test score. Require each student to complete at least
one level of the curriculum in each skill area of interest. For example, a student who
scores Level 6 on the KeyTrain Locating Information pretest should take the Level 6
KeyTrain tutorials to help ensure they will perform at that level on the WorkKeys
Locating Information test.

•

Use the Must complete all problems and Must complete lessons before quizzes options
when assigning lessons to students and classes. This will ensure students must answer
problems within a topic lesson and complete all of the topics in a lesson before taking a
final quiz. These options reinforce the need for students to make a serious effort in
learning tutorial lesson content.
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•

Use the topic detail reports to see how the students are doing on the practice problems
and topic quizzes in the curriculum. The Topic Detail Report shows the percentage of
time that a student answers a question in each topic correctly on the first try. A
percentage score of 60 or higher during a learning activity suggests the student
comprehended the lesson content. Practice problem scores below 50% may indicate the
student has not understood the instructional content of the topic. Also look for
consistency between the practice problem percentages and scores on the topic quiz.
Theoretically, a student whose practice problem percentage score is relatively high
should score 80% or higher on the topic quiz. Keep in mind that the topic quiz is only five
non-random questions - a score of 80% means the student missed only one topic quiz
question. If a student scores 60% or less on a topic quiz, they may need to retake the
topic lesson or may need additional practice or instruction. If all topic scores or topic
percentages are low, it may indicate that the student is simply clicking through the
curriculum without exerting effort. Instruct students to review their own topic scores
before retaking final quizzes and to seek additional help for problem areas they identify.

•

If the Must complete lessons before quizzes option is not applied in the organization,
instructors should encourage students to complete the tutorials before attempting the
final quizzes. The learning system is designed to allow the student to retake quizzes in a
responsible manner, but some students may try to abuse the system. Instructors should
watch for multiple retakes and question the student if found. Set the maximum number of
quiz attempts to a low number, such as 2, to prevent students from retaking the quizzes
without authorization.

•

Look for at least 2 hours of activity per course level for a student to ensure they are
investing sufficient time in the curriculum. In other words, if the student completes all of
the topics for Applied Mathematics Level 3 in 30 minutes but has low topic scores, they
are probably guessing at questions until they find the right answer, instead of trying to
figure out the answer first.

•

Students should not retake pretests, even if more than one quiz attempt is allowed. If a
student retakes a pretest and scores higher than the first attempt, their assignments are
based on the original pretest result and will not change if the Let Pretest Assign Lesson
option is selected. Pretests are designed as an initial screening in order to place the
student at the appropriate level in a KeyTrain course. Pretests do not have as much
randomization as the final quizzes and are not designed for multiple attempts.

•

If a student must achieve a given score on a WorkKeys assessment (for a National
Career Readiness Certificate, program requirement, or for hiring or promotion), set the
KeyTrain goal in the lesson assignment screen one level higher than the target
WorkKeys score. For example, if a learner needs to score a 5 in WorkKeys Reading for
Information, set their goal to 6 in the KeyTrain Reading for Information course. The
additional instruction and skill development will help ensure they obtain the required
WorkKeys score.
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KeyTrain pretests and final quizzes may not be used in place of WorkKeys
assessments. While quiz items in KeyTrain were developed to mirror WorkKeys test
items, KeyTrain quizzes are not the same as actual WorkKeys assessments.
WorkKeys assessments are timed tests; KeyTrain final quizzes are not timed. Final
quizzes in KeyTrain measure an individual’s grasp of the learning objectives and help
track their progress in mastering skills. The purpose of KeyTrain is to improve the skills
that the WorkKeys assessments measure so students will achieve the WorkKeys scores
they need. Pre-and-post tests are not intended to replace or even exactly measure a
WorkKeys score. However, increasing time in the curriculum will, in most cases, result in
more complete concept mastery and higher WorkKeys scores.
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Create Administrator and Instructor Accounts
Administrators can set up administrator accounts for those staff persons who will be responsible for
helping other staff members maintain their accounts. For example, IT staff, a human resource manager,
training manager, or guidance counselor may wish to have Administrator accounts. Administrators also
have the option of creating Administrator (reports only) accounts for staff persons who only need to view
or print reports, not create other user accounts or perform other administrator functions in KeyTrain.
Create instructor accounts for staff whose only KeyTrain use will
be working with students, such as teachers, trainers, or computer
lab managers.

To create an administrator or instructor account, click on the
Instructor Accounts bar in the main menu and select Add New
Instructor.

A form for entering the instructor’s information
will be displayed. Notice that the Last Name,
First Name, Username, and Password fields are
marked with a red asterisk. These fields must be
filled in to establish an account. Instructor
usernames must be unique. Use a combination
of letters, numbers, and characters to create the
username, for example, harris_c54. If you
include the person’s email address, KeyTrain will
send them their login information if they forget
their password.
When creating an additional administrator or a
reports-only administrator account, be sure to
select the radio button for that option after you
enter the person’s information. Click on the
Administrator button to allow the person full
administrator account privileges that includes
access to information for the entire organization,
and the ability to set or change organization
settings and options. Leave the Administrator
button unchecked if the person should have the
more limited account rights of an instructor.
When you finish entering the required and other optional information, click Save and Close to create the
account and return to the main menu or Save and New to create another account. Sites may create as
many administrator and instructor accounts as they need. We recommended, however, that you limit the
number of staff with full administrator privileges.
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Set Organization Options
Administrators are allowed to select KeyTrain settings and options for the entire organization. The
selection of options and settings should be thought through carefully since, once selected, they will apply
to all KeyTrain users in the organization. Of course, an administrator can change options and course
settings if needed, but some changes will not retroactively apply to existing user accounts.
To access organization settings, click on the Organization bar in
the KeyTrain main menu as shown below. From here you may
select Organization Assignment Options, check your KeyTrain
license information by clicking on About Organization, or limit the
KeyTrain courses available to all users in Organization Course
Settings.
Organization Assignment Options
To select how KeyTrain
lesson assignments are
made to learners and
control how learners
interact with KeyTrain,
click on Organization
Assignment Options.
The screen below will
appear.
Administrators can apply
any changes to the default
lesson and course
assignment options to the
entire organization and
may also set certain
permissions options for
both students and
instructors. Note:
instructors can select
lesson and course options
for their classes, but not
for the organization.
Let’s look at the Lesson Options section of the page first.
Max Attempts:
KeyTrain lets you limit the number of times that students in your
organization can take a Workplace Skills pretest for a course (such as
Applied Math) or a post-test (Final Quiz) within a lesson (such as Applied
Math Level 4). After the maximum number of attempts, students are not
allowed to retake the test. This does not limit the number of times that a
student can enter the tutorial portions of a lesson. Limiting the number of
quiz attempts prevents students from trying to “test out” of a lesson by
repeated guessing at final quiz questions. Remember, pre and posttest
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questions are randomly generated from a question bank. Instructors may also set the number of times
that a KeyTrain Career Skills lesson can be re-scored. To change the default number of quiz attempts (2
for Workplace Skills and 1 for Career Skills), click the down arrow and choose a different number.
KeyTrain allows up to 5 Workplace Skills pretest attempts, 10 Workplace Skills final quiz attempts, and 10
Career Skills lesson score attempts.
Must Complete Problems:
If Yes, learners must correctly answer the practice problems in the tutorial lessons before they can
proceed to the next page. If No, they can move through a lesson without attempting the practice problems
(not a good learning strategy!). Recommendation – set this option to Yes.
Must Complete Lessons:
If Yes, learners must complete all topics in a lesson (e.g. Applied Math, Level 4) before they can take the
final quiz for that lesson. If No, students can take a final quiz without attempting any of the lesson topics.
Recommendation – set this option to Yes.
Audio:
ON:
When launching a lesson for the first time, the narrative sound track will be turned on (on
subsequent sessions it will remember the last setting). Audio must be ON for Writing, Listening
for Understanding, Teamwork, and Workplace Observation courses.
OFF: The soundtrack for a lesson will be off. Learners can turn the sound on when they are in a lesson,
even if this option is selected. By having the sound turned OFF, organizations can save
bandwidth and make the program run faster. Recommendation – set audio to OFF.
DISABLE: This setting turns off all access to lesson audio. If selected, students cannot turn the audio on
for a lesson. Do not use this setting if a course requiring audio may be assigned to students.
Now, consider the Course Options that can be set by administrators.

Complete in Order:
If Yes, learners must complete lessons for a level before moving on to the next higher level. For example,
in Applied Mathematics, students would have to complete Level 3 lessons before moving to Level 4
lessons, Level 4 lessons before Level 5, etc. If No, they may start the course at any level they choose,
even if they scored lower than that on the pretest. Recommendation – set this option to Yes.
Let Pretest Assign:
Checking this option will assign the Pretest to all students in an organization for all assigned courses.
When checked, KeyTrain will automatically make individual lesson level assignments to students based
on the level they score on the pretest. This simplifies the task of assigning the appropriate lessons each
student needs to improve his or her skills. Recommendation – check the Let Pretest Assign box.
Finally, look at the Permissions options
available to the KeyTrain administrator.
You can allow students to assign their
own courses and lessons (open
enrollment) and edit their own account
information (such as name, address,
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email address, etc.). The default setting is not to allow these permissions. Administrators can allow
instructors to add, edit, and delete student accounts, edit their own account, and add, edit, and delete
classes and edit class membership. Administrators may also elect to make the WorkKeys job profile
database accessible to students and allow the option of assigning KeyTrain courses by Career Readiness
Certificate level (Assign by Certificate). Allowing Assign by Certificate is recommended where the
learning outcome is to achieve a National Career Readiness Certificate (NCRC).
About the Organization
To view licensing information on your
organization, select About Organization
under the Organization menu bar. The
organization’s name, unique KeyTrain ID
number, and the date the KeyTrain
license was initiated will be shown. The
expiration date for the organization’s
KeyTrain license is also displayed.

Click the arrow to make
a course inactive or to
re-activate a course.

Organization Course Settings
Selecting this option in the Organizations
bar, displays this screen.
Only KeyTrain administrators have
access to this screen. The course settings
screen allows administrators to make one
or more KeyTrain and/or Career Skills
courses inactive. Doing so removes the
course from access by instructors and
students. To make a course inactive, click
on the green arrow button. The course
title will move to the Inactive Courses side
of the page. To re-activate the course
click the green directional arrow again
and the course will move to the Active
Courses section.
Organizations that have specific goals for using KeyTrain with learners may prefer to limit access to only
those KeyTrain courses learners need. For example, if the desired outcome for learners in the
organization is only to achieve a National Career Readiness Certificate, the administrator may decide to
make all courses other than Reading for Information, Applied Mathematics, and Locating Information (the
three skills assessed for the NCRC) inactive. If an organization’s goal for learners is broader, the
administrator may wish to keep all KeyTrain and Career Skills courses active.
When you finish adjusting course settings for your organization, click the Done button to apply the
changes.
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Manage Groups of Student Accounts
To work with groups, click on the Student Accounts bar in the main menu and select the Manage
Groups option. Find the group in the list of groups for your organization and click Select. KeyTrain will
display the Group Management Interface screen, listing all students who are in the group.

From this screen, KeyTrain administrators
can Rename a group, Merge one group into
another group, Export data on students in a
group, generate Reports on the group, and
Delete the group.
If you want to remove a graduating class or
other group of program completers, you must
enter your name and give a reason for
deleting the group.

Administrators may also change the
group membership of an individual
student. For example, a student whose
graduation is delayed due to health
problems could be moved to the group
for the next graduating class. Click the
student’s name in the list. This opens
the student’s account information form.
Enter the new group name in the form
and save the changes.

WARNING!
Unlike deleting a class (where only the class entity is deleted, but
student records remain in the system), deleting a group permanently
deletes all students in the group and their records from your KeyTrain
account.
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